Raynes Park
Burglary in a Dwelling

Glass in bedroom window has been smashed

Burglary in a Dwelling

By unknown persons entering house via unlocked door and taking car
key from within. Suspects have then taken the car from outside the
house
Between the hours of 1715 and 2100, the premises were entered via
the front bedroom window on the first floor. Nothing was taken inside.
male has climbed on top first floor roof of building from the outside but
scared away before anything happened.
Unknown suspect broke into venue and stole property.
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Property broken into via rear patio door. £7000 of items have been
stolen and patio door glass damaged
Dry cleaners broken into. Untidy search carried out. Nothing appears to
be stolen. Damaged lock and damaged till.
Residential House under full renovation. Entry appears to be gained
through an open skylight covered by MDF and stolen a number of hand
power tools. Suspect has exited through the open window.
Unknown suspect has smashed bottom glass pane and removed from
frame. Unknown at this time what has been taken
Suspect has entered the garage at the rear of the shop via the door.
breaking three (3) padlocks.
Male has had mental health breakdown and has smashed communal
glass door and pulled out electrical meter
Damage caused to property by suspect 1 and suspect 2

Criminal Damage To M/V

By unknown suspect reported as scratching vehicle across the bonnet
and boot whilst vehicle at shome address
Damage to vehicle by unknown suspect.

Criminal Damage To M/V

by person unknown causing damage to victim's vehicle

Other Criminal Damage

Suspect has broken a glass jug pushing it off a desk top

Other Theft

Theft of parcel left insecure and unattended by suspect unknown.
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Victim 1 stated that a letter had been posted through the main door to
the block of flats by a business partner. He stated that he has never
seen the letter and made an allegation of theft.
Apparently at time shown unknown suspect/s removed and stole
informant's unattended purse and left venue.
By suspects ordering food to the venue and failing to make payment for
it.
a child's toy machine has been taken from outside the front of the shop.

Other Theft Person

By persons unknown, using methods unknown to take wallet from
victims pocket whilst she was walking to the shop without alerting her.

Theft From M/V

By suspects unknown smashing front left hand side passenger window
and stealing a black IPhone 6 from the vehicle.

Theft From M/V

Black Volkswagen Golf, suspects unknown have gained entry & taken
Tom Tom Sat Nav from the glove box. No damage caused to the
vehicle possibly left unlocked
suspect unknown has taken bike secured to a bike rack on a vehicle
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Suspect has smashed the window of a vehicle and stolen a satnav
which has been stuck on the vehicles windscreen.
Suspect has smashed passenger window and stolen a rucksack
containing laptop, watches and passport.
Unknown suspect stole tools from van without causing damage to it.
By unknown suspects taking the victims pedal cycle left chained to the
front wall of her home address.
Pedal cycle was stolen overnight from Travel Lodge car park
By suspect unknown stealing the victims bicycle and lock from outside
the front of the venue between the dates shown.
Victim 1 went to work, bike was in the back garden when she left but
had gone when she returned.
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